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Part XXIII
She said, “There is no reason, and the truth is plain to see.”
It’s all becoming clear now…but maybe that’s just the drugs talking. I’ve been on antibiotics
for a toothache and been having wild dreams about riding flying horses and swimming in a
cool green river with silver-headed monkeys; even started seeing halations–the moon, the sky,
and the city of Seattle at night painted with concentric circles of light–amazing.
Starry, starry night? I can see it now, Vincent!
But, math the language of the universe? How do I get onboard with that?
Still leaves a strange taste in my mouth–like the first time I swam in the salt water of the bay
and gulped a mouthful of Puget Sound. Thought for sure my mouth was bleeding!
So I need some advice Miss Manners. I’m not really sure of protocol here–or even if there’s a
precedent. What’s the proper procedure for cleansing the scientific palate?
Perhaps a little sorbet or a snort of Kahlúa or Kirschwasser (a little eau-de-vie) to neutralize
that bad taste, and make way for whatever’s next? Or maybe I should go with Eva’s favorite–
a 2007 Bâtard-Montrachet Grand Cru: golden colour, complex nose, sensual and opulent.
Yeah, “Cheers, Bub: Bottoms up! Let’s toast to a new beginning–Le Meilleur des mondes!”
O wonder! How many goodly creatures are there here! How beauteous mankind is!
O brave new world, that has such people in’t!
So I guess the $64,000 question is, “Just what is the one most important thing society needs?”
Sure, Miss Universe, everyone can have their own ideal of perfection–of a modern utopia.
But whatever differences exist between us, perhaps a universal language of math could bring
us one step closer to common ground. Wow, after all these millennia of wars on Earth,
could a new take on math change everything? What a sweet, tasty tweet that would be!
SCIENCE DISCOVERS THE EQUATION TO SAVE THE WORLD!
THE UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE OF MATH = WORLD PEACE!
Man, this is liberating! Everyone created equal in math? What a novel concept!
I should write a “Declaration of Independence of Math” (penned 2017).
We hold these truths to be self evident, That all men are created equal,
That they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights,
That among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Mathematics!
(Hmm…I think Tommy J. just rolled over in his grave!)
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And as long as I’m declaring mathematical independence, I might as well write my own
“Common Sense” incendiary pamphlet to put forth my new mathematical ideology.
But where to begin? Maybe I can springboard off Sun Tzu’s, The Art of War.
Yeah, if I replace the word “War” with “Peace”…Voila! I’ve got it!
The Art of Peace
Chapter 1: Five Fundamentals for Victory!
1. The art of peace is of vital importance to the world.
2. It is a matter of life and death, a road either to safety or ruin. Hence it is a subject of
inquiry which can no longer be neglected.
3. The perfect conditions for both war and peace are always present.
4. There is no instance of the world having benefited from prolonged warfare.
5. The greatest victory is that which requires no battle at all.
So, writing down five satisfyingly sage and inscrutable maxims was easy enough.
But how do I take the next step, to write a new chapter in history–one of true world peace?
I know Marx’s social theory was that all human history is a result of conflict. Sure can’t
deny that. It’s the story of mankind: man versus self, man versus man, man versus society,
nature, and the even the supernatural. Conflict is classic!
But perhaps it’s high time to shatter convention and declare an armistice–a cessez-le-feu!
Time to play the flip side of the record–the “Social Harmony Theory”: where progress and
peace are attained through the common language of math!
Others have dreamt of peace. Long ago and oh so far away, there was a peace movement–
flower power, hippy communes, Kid Charlemagne, Woodstock, sit-ins, psychedelic VW busses,
life without limits. But maybe math could be the new mod, alternative counterculture!
Holy patchouli, Batman! Pi, the new peace sign? Math = Peace? Right angle on!
I’ve heard that a way to a man’s heart is through his stomach. Happiness is a full tummy!
So serve me up a steaming bowl of Pike’s Market Specialty: Whirled Peas, Hominy and Ham!
And a little fortune cookie wisdom? Confucius say: “After wind blows, kernel remains.”
So, young grasshopper, if the big wind of spoken languages blows away the chaff, by golly
what’s left is the kernel–the core of intellect–the language of math!
Wow! “Beat our swords into plowshares?” Could math be the way?
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